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We report anisotropic collision-induced Raman scattering intensities by the Kr–Xe atomic pair
recorded in a gas mixture of Kr and Xe at room temperature. We compare them to
quantum-mechanical calculations on the basis of modern incremental polarizability models of either
ab initio post-Hartree–Fock or density functional theory methods. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3200929�

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of collision-induced light scattering �CIS�
by dense atomic gases has been known for over 40 yr.1–6 For
reasonably high gas densities, the phenomenon, albeit feeble,
is well observable and can be clearly understood as the result
of the variations in polarizabilities induced to pairs of gas
atoms as the latter come close to each other during “colli-
sions.” Such events are in fact nothing but short-lasting in-
teractions, so they can only be studied effectively on the
basis of a thorough understanding of spectra in the frequency
representation. These spectra, so-called binary spectra, scale
quadratically with the gas density, while they appear in the
form of rather broad bands as the frequency of the scattered
light gradually shifts away from the laser frequency. Once
established, this density dependence can be removed there-
from, so the resulting spectrum becomes an invariant prop-
erty of a single atomic pair at a given gas temperature and for
the specific laser wavelength.

Physically, frequency-resolved CIS spectra are represen-
tations of differential scattering cross sections per frequency
differential versus frequency shift, rather than representa-
tions of total cross sections which have units of length
squared. Once normalized for gas volume, they actually be-
come a second virial coefficient, which thus has units of
volume times area per frequency differential. If frequency
shift is measured in cm−1, such quantities have units of
length to the sixth power �cm6�. Their use is a common prac-
tice in CIS, where they are usually referred to as the intensity
�of the Raman spectrum of collisionally interacting pairs of
atoms� I��� at frequency shift �.

While rare gas homonuclear pairs have no interaction
electric dipole, they still have some interaction polarizability.
This property makes them to be CIS active even though they
remain inactive in collision-induced absorption. CIS by such
systems has, over the last two decades, been matter of exten-
sive investigations, experimental and theoretical. Our group,
in particular, has measured CIS signals that are extremely
weak �see, for instance, Refs. 7–10�. Such signals are espe-
cially relevant to the far wing of the scattering spectra and

can thus be effective probes of the very unlikely events of
highly energetic collisions between gas atoms. It is only re-
cently that a similar study was carried out for a rare gas
heteronuclear pair11 �Ne–Ar�, soon after the publication of
incremental pair-polarizability data for that system, obtained
on the basis of large-scale computations as a function of
interatomic distance.12,13 Such findings are particularly ap-
preciated as tools for checking whether a specific quantum
chemical method is reliable enough to be used for demand-
ing applications. This is because the atoms of a gas, unlike
the atoms in a molecule, interact through van der Waals
forces �as opposed to the chemical binding forces�, so atomic
pairs are systems far more delicate than ordinary diatomic
molecules. Although some gas mixtures involving a mono-
atomic gas have been studied previously in CIS �for instance,
SF6 and CF4 have been studied in mixtures with Ar, Kr, and
Ne;14 CO2 has been studied in mixture with Ar �Ref. 15��,
only little is known about CIS in a mixture of two mono-
atomic gases.

Here, we report the first CIS results for Kr–Xe, for
which ab initio pair-polarizability data exist only since
recently.16 Specifically, we give anisotropic CIS intensities
by this unlike pair and by the corresponding like pairs re-
corded in a gas mixture of Kr and Xe at room temperature.
We compare them to spectra computed quantum mechani-
cally with data that are obtained from first principles for the
anisotropy of �Kr�2 �Ref. 17�, �Xe�2 �Ref. 18�, and of
Kr–Xe.16 The study of an atomic mixture was an initiative
born as a challenge to the topic of the traditional CIS. The
choice to work with Kr–Xe was based on criteria of conve-
nience. Kr–Xe is significantly heavier and electronically
denser than Ne–Ar with a CIS distribution far more intense
and sharp than the one of that system. Its detection required
shorter acquisition times and produced cleaner spectra. The
small experimental uncertainty was especially advantageous
for our purposes, since it led to an easier extraction of the
Kr–Xe spectrum out of an overall scattering signal consisting
in the superimposed contributions by Kr–Xe, �Kr�2, and
�Xe�2. Finally, the rich rovibrational structure of the dimer,
which in lighter systems is usually insignificant at room tem-
perature �as compared to the rototranslational envelope�, was
clearly observed. That structure is a good device for cross-a�Electronic mail: michel.chrysos@univ-angers.fr.
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checking input properties, and especially the interaction po-
tential on which spectra of dimers are known to depend
strongly.

II. THEORETICAL

When a rare gas is irradiated by a focused laser light, the
light scattered by the gas contains a weak intensity compo-
nent owing to pairwise interactions. This is a binary CIS
intensity lying predominately with the anisotropy of the two-
body polarizability tensor. Such anisotropic intensities mani-
fest a strong frequency dependence, exhibiting a near-
exponential decrease with increasing frequency shift. Their
calculation can be a difficult task especially in the wing of
the spectrum where intensities are particularly weak. What
reliable way to compute intensities at any frequency has been
discussed in detail elsewhere.19,20

On the other hand, scattering intensities are strongly de-
pendent on the potential of the two interacting atoms at a
separation r, while they are sensitive even to small variations
in the pair-polarizability anisotropy ��r�. Here, the most re-
liable representations for the Kr¯Xe, Kr¯Kr, and
Xe¯Xe interaction potentials were chosen, referred to as
the HFDKK1 model,21 the HFD-B2 model,22 and the univer-
sal model,23 respectively.

As the main purpose of this paper is not to study, at least
on theoretical grounds, pairs of like atoms �Kr�2 or �Xe�2,
only representations for the Kr–Xe anisotropy will be ex-
haustively checked. The static anisotropy of the Kr–Xe po-
larizability has been calculated by Maroulis and
co-workers16 with two different methods. One calculation
implements the perturbative second-order Møller–Plesset
�MP2� theory, whereas the other implements the cost-
effective B3LYP method of the density functional theory
�DFT�. For both, efforts have been put into diffuse orbital
basis sets of near-Hartree–Fock �HF� quality, referred to as
�8s7p6d5f� �Ref. 17� and B3= �9s8p7d5f� �Ref. 18� for
krypton and xenon, respectively. We also calculated and re-
port below a new B3LYP model for Kr–Xe using Pople’s
�6-311+G�3df�� �Ref. 24� and Maroulis’s B3 �Ref. 18� basis
sets for krypton and xenon, respectively. The data of that

model are given in Table I for several values of separation
starting from the value r=6 bohr, which corresponds to the
closest approach between Kr and Xe effectively probed by
CIS at the working temperature.

As for �Kr�2 and �Xe�2, polarizability invariants that are
obtained rigorously from first principles are of particular in-
terest, even if only static. These again are models obtained
by Maroulis. They were computed with the self-consistent
field �SCF� or the MP2 method17 as regards krypton and with
B3LYP or MP2 �Ref. 18� as regards xenon for the respective
above-mentioned basis sets. For every quantum-chemistry
calculation, the basis set superposition error has been
accounted for through the well-tested Boys–Bernardi
counterpoise-correction approach. No relativistic corrections
have been considered. Since data on Cauchy moments are
only fragmentary, no frequency correction to the anisotropy
was considered at the laser frequency.25,26 Henceforth, aniso-
tropy is considered to be static and so are the models that we
used to calculate spectra.

To extrapolate beyond the range of the anisotropy data
now available, the well-known long-range dipole-induced di-
pole model was used. Values for the atomic polarizabilities
for krypton �Kr and for xenon �Xe needed in that asymptotic
model are given in Table II.17,18

Anisotropy representations for Kr–Xe are illustrated in
Fig. 1 along with the properties for the two like pairs. In
order for the comparison to be meaningful, only MP2 is
shown for the latter two systems. Thus, anisotropy functions
computed at least at one same ab initio level for all the three

TABLE I. HF and B3LYP anisotropy data for Kr–Xe �a0
3� computed by the authors with the �Kr/Xe� orbital

basis set �6-311+G�3df� /9s8p7d5f� as a function of separation �bohr�.

r �a0�

� �a0
3�

r �a0�

� �a0
3�

HF B3LYP HF B3LYP

6.0 8.825 10.968 12.0 1.511 1.699
6.5 7.418 9.144 12.5 1.334 1.545
7.0 6.374 7.791 13.0 1.185 1.339
7.5 5.511 6.683 13.5 1.057 1.186
8.0 4.763 5.772 14.0 0.947 1.074
8.5 4.107 4.897 14.5 0.852 0.961
9.0 3.536 4.244 15.0 0.769 0.861
9.5 3.044 3.556 16.0 0.631 0.714

10.0 2.625 3.094 17.0 0.525 0.587
10.5 2.270 2.602 18.0 0.441 0.494
11.0 1.971 2.285 19.0 0.375 0.418
11.5 1.721 1.989 20.0 0.322 0.359

TABLE II. Static polarizabilities �a0
3� for Kr, �Kr and for Xe, �Xe computed

with various methods.

SCF MP2 B3LYP HF

Kr 16.45a

17.066b 16.058b

Xe 27.05a 27.71a 28.44a

28.422b 27.027b

a�Kr/Xe� orbital basis set used: �8s7p6d5f /9s8p7d5f� �Ref. 16�.
b�Kr/Xe� orbital basis set used: �6-311+G�3df� /9s8p7d5f� �this work�.
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pairs can be compared. The starting r value in each of the
plotted anisotropy curves corresponds to the closest separa-
tion that was effectively probed with CIS at the working
temperature, i.e., r�6.25, 6, and 5.5 bohr for �Xe�2, Kr–Xe,
and �Kr�2, respectively.

Analogous to what has been found to occur in other
atomic mixtures,11 the anisotropy curves of Kr–Xe lie be-
tween the ones of the two like pairs. The anisotropy of Kr–
Xe, unlike that of Ne–Ar, does not seem to mimic singularly
the anisotropy shape of any like pair. This is because unlike
�Ne�2 and �Ar�2, the heavy �Kr�2 and �Xe�2 exhibit anisotro-
pies with a similar though quantitatively distinct shape.11 As
has already been observed by Maroulis for other rare gas
pairs, DFT has a more marked response than have ab initio
computations for the anisotropy, even though in the present
case the discrepancy between B3LYP and MP2 is smaller
than was found to be in Ne–Ar.12 The fact that increase in the
atomic size tends to reduce the discrepancy between the
rather simple variational B3LYP model and the large-scale
ab initio computations suggests that DFT is an interesting
alternative when dealing with systems of high electronic
density.

Finally, our B3LYP model for Kr–Xe was found to be
indistinguishable from Maroulis’s B3LYP calculation, which
suggests that at least at this level of theory the extended basis
set he has proposed for krypton �the only point differentiat-
ing the two calculations� is not critical for the anisotropy.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Scattering photon signals were produced, recorded, and
processed by a high sensitivity right-angle Raman scattering
setup. A detailed description can be found in Ref. 10. The
incident wave was delivered by a continuous ion-argon laser

with output wavelength �L=514.5 nm, which is a green
wavelength. To spectrally disperse the scattered light, a
double monochromator with two 1800 grooves/mm holo-
graphic gratings was used. Among the two detection chains
available in the setup, we only needed the single-channel one
consisting of a photomultiplier, of an amplifier, of a discrimi-
nator, and of a photon counter over the spectral range cov-
ered. In order to make it possible to record the anisotropic
signal component I�, the incident field polarization was
forced into the direction � � � of the scattered beam wave vec-
tor. Calibration of the binary signal on an absolute intensity
scale was made by reference to the integrated intensity of the
S0�0� rotational line of molecular hydrogen.10,11

For the study in mixture, what we were interested in was
absolute-unit anisotropic intensities by the unlike pair IKrXe

as a function of frequency shift �. �Henceforth, index � is
dropped for the sake of notational convenience.� A specific
procedure was followed to isolate at each frequency shift �,
the intensity IKrXe from the recorded noise-corrected binary
scattering signal S�2����. This procedure goes in two steps.
The first step is to mathematically define S�2����. Owing to
the binary nature of the interactions, this quantity reads

S�2� =
�Kr

2

2!
IKrKr + �Kr�XeIKrXe +

�Xe
2

2!
IXeXe, �1�

where IKrKr and IXeXe denote the absolute-unit anisotropic
intensities by the corresponding like pairs and �Kr and �Xe

are the partial densities �in amagat� of the two gases, respec-
tively. In this expression, the three intensities IKrKr, IXeXe, and
IKrXe are, respectively, weighted by �Kr

2 /2!, �Xe
2 /2!, and

�Kr�Xe, that is, by the number density of the two like atomic
pairs in the mixture and by the number density of the unlike
pairs. The second step is to extract at each frequency shift �
the quantity IKrXe from the mother absolute-unit overall bi-
nary intensity I�2����=S�2���� /�Kr�Xe. Mathematically, this
step is summarized as follows:

IKrXe��� = I�2���� − 1
2�IKrKr��� − 1

2�−1IXeXe��� , �2�

with �=�Kr /�Xe as the partial density ratio of the mixed
gases chosen to be unity all along the study.

In order to extract intensities solely binary from the total
recorded signal, a careful study was made with varying gas
density. Density variations were considered within ranges de-
pending on the gas. Optimal working ranges were �2:40�,
�2:30�, and �5:60� amagat for pure krypton, for pure xenon,
and for their mixture, respectively, with gas density being of
course an additive property. The density of the mixture was
steadily decreased with � in such a way that only binary
interactions contributed to the recorded intensities.

Run pressure in atmosphere units was converted to den-
sity �amagat� using the second-order virial equation of state,
known to be the most interesting and versatile of the equa-
tions of state for gases.27 Values for the second and third
virial coefficients for krypton,28 for xenon,29 and for their
mixture,30,31 BKrKr=−51.8434 cm3 mol−1, CKrKrKr

=2265.57 cm6 mol−2, BXeXe=−133.455 cm3 mol−1, CXeXeXe

=5771.71 cm6 mol−2, and BKrXe=−80.4167 cm3 mol−1,
were deduced by interpolating the most appropriate physical

FIG. 1. Kr–Xe anisotropy representations �a0
3� computed with MP2 and

B3LYP theory as a function of interatomic separation �bohr� �Ref. 16�. The
MP2 models for �Kr�2 �Ref. 17� and �Xe�2 �Ref. 18� are also shown for
comparison.
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vapor transport data available at the temperature of the ex-
periment, T=294.5 K. The second virial coefficient of the
mixture was taken as a specific linear combination of BKrKr,
BXeXe, and BKrXe, while the third virial coefficient was taken
as the geometric mean of CKrKrKr and CXeXeXe.

11,27

IV. RESULTS

Given the interaction potential and the polarizability an-
isotropy models, line shapes were calculated by using reli-
able numerical methods developed in our group.19,20 Figures
2 and 3 illustrate, as a function of frequency shift, absolute-
unit anisotropic intensities IKrKr and IXeXe recorded over the
range �4:135� cm−1 and �4:130� cm−1, respectively. Ex-
perimental intensities and uncertainties are given in Table III.
As expected from a heavy gas, scattering intensities at low
frequency shift are higher than the ones by lighter gases. On
the other hand, they fall off with increasing frequency much
more quickly than they do in lighter systems, covering some
six orders of magnitude over 135 cm−1. Our measurements
were compared to the previous measurements by Frommhold
and co-workers32 and Zoppi et al.,33 and also to spectra com-
puted quantum mechanically from anisotropy data by
Maroulis. We remind the reader that these data for �Kr�2 have
been obtained exclusively ab initio on the basis of the SCF
or the MP2 methods;17 For �Xe�2, they have been obtained
with MP2 or in a non-ab initio way using the B3LYP
functional.18 Our measurements appear consistent with the
former experiments with maximum discrepancies smaller
than 10% and 15% for krypton and xenon, respectively,
all lying within the experimental errors. They also covered
for krypton and xenon the hitherto undescribed spectral
ranges �110:135� cm−1 �Refs. 32 and 33� and
�4:8�� �116:130� cm−1,32 respectively.

As already observed for most of the monoatomic gases
previously studied, inclusion of dynamic electron correlation
clearly optimizes pair anisotropy. This is indeed the case
with krypton shown in Fig. 2 and even more with xenon
shown in Fig. 3. There, MP2 appears as a valuable represen-
tation of the anisotropy for each of these systems even
though it steadily underestimates the scattering intensities for
the former one. SCF calculations, which unlike MP2 com-
pletely disregard dynamic electron correlation, provided
�Kr�2 intensities by 20% below the experiment at medium
frequency shift and by 43% at 135 cm−1. As clearly illus-
trated in Fig. 3, there is a striking agreement between the
MP2 theory and our measurements for �Xe�2 with a calcu-
lated spectrum lying everywhere within the limits of experi-
mental uncertainty. Calculations in this study like in a paral-
lel study11 showed that this is not the case with DFT, which
provides overestimating predictions with, in the present case,
a maximum discrepancy of 43% at 80 cm−1.

The absolute-unit anisotropic scattering intensity of
Kr–Xe is plotted on Fig. 4 as a function of frequency shift.
Values of the intensities are given in Table III. Experimen-
tally, the Kr–Xe photon signal could be extracted over the
range �4:130� cm−1. We emphasize the low dispersion of
our data, given that each of the points was obtained through
a difficult procedure of extraction implementing processing
and subtraction of several coexisting signals. At frequency
shifts that are below �30 cm−1, the intensity of Kr–Xe lies
in between the intensities of the two like pairs. As � is in-
creased further, intensities that are comparable to or even
slightly higher than the intensities of �Kr�2 and �Xe2� are
obtained. A similar trend can be observed in SF6–Kr. The
intensity of this mixture below �15 cm−1 is between the
intensity of SF6–SF6 and that of �Kr�2, whereas it slightly
exceeds both those intensities in the wing.14

FIG. 2. Absolute-unit anisotropic CIS spectrum IKrKr �cm6� as a function of
frequency shift �cm−1�. Our data ��� are compared to past experiments �+�
�Ref. 32� and ��� �Ref. 33� and to quantum-mechanical intensities from the
MP2 and the SCF �Kr�2 anisotropy models of Ref. 17.

FIG. 3. Absolute-unit anisotropic CIS spectrum IXeXe �cm6� as a function of
frequency shift �cm−1�. Our data ��� are compared to a past experiment �+�
�Ref. 32� and to quantum-mechanical intensities from the MP2 and the
B3LYP �Xe�2 anisotropy models of Ref. 18.
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As expected for heavy gases, stable and
predissociating34 KrXe dimers have a large contribution to
the scattering intensity at low frequency shift, which, as
shown in the inset expanding that region, were clearly ob-
served below 8 cm−1. According to our calculations, rota-
tional states with angular momenta as large as J=127 are
populated in KrXe.

When focusing on theory, MP2 intensities by Kr–Xe per-
fectly reproduce the observation below 25 cm−1, keeping
within the experimental errors up to 100 cm−1. Beyond that
value, it is the DFT description which agrees the best with
the experiment in a way analogous to findings for Ne–Ar.11 A
better inclusion of dynamic electron correlation, presumably
on the basis of some coupled-cluster level of optimization,
should be expected to describe better the anisotropy close to
the unified atom limit so that the spectrum wing rises in
intensity.35

Table IV allows one to compare the theory with experi-
ment on the basis of zeroth-order, first-order, second-order,
third-order, and fourth-order spectral moments. Given the
quantum treatment here offered, odd-order moments are not
zero, even in the near classical system at hand. Our findings
confirm that MP2 theory does indeed describe a reality at
low frequency shift, which is the range contributing mainly
to M0.

Finally, from the measured M0 we were able to provide
the estimate BK=6.74�10−11�1.35 cm9 erg−1 mol−2 for the
Kerr second virial coefficient. This was done within the ap-

proximation BK
�0��BK

�0��2
,36 which for heavy gases is ex-

pected to be almost an exact result �see, for instance, Table
III of Ref. 37�.

TABLE III. Absolute-unit anisotropic scattering intensities �cm6� recorded by pure gaseous krypton IKrKr or
xenon IXeXe and by their mixture IKrXe as a function of frequency shift � �cm−1�.

�
�cm−1�

IKrKr

�cm6�
IXeXe

�cm6�
IKrXe

�cm6�

4 3.17�10−52�11% 2.59�10−51�11% 7.32�10−52�22%
6 2.41�10−52 1.55�10−51 5.27�10−52

8 1.59�10−52 8.34�10−52 3.09�10−52

10 1.05�10−52�11% 5.10�10−52�11% 1.96�10−52�22%
12 7.61�10−53 3.40�10−52 1.36�10−52

14 5.61�10−53 2.36�10−52 9.45�10−53

20 2.50�10−53�11% 9.65�10−53�11% 5.26�10−53�22%
30 6.61�10−54 1.96�10−53 1.32�10−53

40 2.09�10−54�11% 5.15�10−54�13% 3.78�10−54�22%
50 7.86�10−55 1.71�10−54 1.23�10−54

60 3.12�10−55 5.89�10−55 5.08�10−55

70 1.33�10−55�11% 2.23�10−55�13% 2.22�10−55�22%
80 5.70�10−56 9.10�10−56 7.96�10−56

90 2.68�10−56 3.99�10−56 3.38�10−56

100 1.41�10−56�13% 1.83�10−56�13% 2.18�10−56�32%
110 8.39�10−57 8.97�10−57 1.79�10−56

120 4.74�10−57 4.75�10−57 1.16�10−56

125 3.61�10−57�15% 4.34�10−57�13% 9.47�10−57�32%
130 2.63�10−57 2.89�10−57 5.98�10−57

135 2.19�10−57

FIG. 4. Absolute-unit anisotropic CIS spectrum IKrXe �cm6� as a function of
frequency shift �cm−1�. Quantum-mechanical intensities computed with the
Kr–Xe anisotropy models of Fig. 1 are also shown for comparison. The
B3LYP model computed by the authors with the �6-311
+G�3df� /9s8p7d5f� orbital basis set provided a spectrum that was indistin-
guishable from the spectrum computed with the B3LYP model of Hasko-
poulos et al. �Ref. 16�. The domain �0:20� cm−1 was enhanced in the inset
in order to highlight the contribution of the bound and predissociating KrXe
dimers. A slit function of 1 cm−1 width at half maximum was taken to
mimic the aperture used.
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V. SYNOPSIS

This paper reports the first data in the CIS literature for
Kr–Xe. Such a heavy pair of unlike rare gas atoms is, for a
multitude of structural characteristics, a challenging system
for both theory and experiment. We carried out an exhaustive
joint experimental/theoretical study of the Kr:Xe gas mixture
at room temperature and for total density varying from 5 to
60 amagat. Frequency-resolved intensities were measured
over a range of frequency shift going far into the wing of a
rapidly falling spectrum. According to our findings, MP2
theory was found to describe quite consistently the observa-
tion, except in the spectrum wing where relativistic effects,
unaccounted for, are expected to be significant. Same con-
clusion was drawn as to an anisotropy representation com-
puted by the authors on the level of DFT. Striking agreement
was seen at the low values of frequency shift where bound
and resonance states of stable and predissociating KrXe
dimers were shown to have a substantial contribution. This
observation adds credibility to the interaction potentials used
for the three systems involved in the analysis. The overall
good agreement between theory and experiment once again
lends credence to the delicate procedure to subtract signals,
which had so far been seemingly the major obstacle for CIS
experiments with atomic gas mixtures. The limitation of the
MP2 in the wing of the spectrum should be interpreted in
part as being due to relativistic phenomena neglected in the
calculations. To what extent a relativistic ab initio calculation
would affect the anisotropy of the three systems involved in
this study is an open question. Whatever the influence these
or other missing effects might have on CIS spectra, DFT can
still be regarded as an affordable alternative to expensive ab
initio computations for electronically dense rare gas atomic
pairs.
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TABLE IV. nth-order anisotropic spectral moments �Å9 s−n� for Kr–Xe.

This work
M0

�102 Å9�
M1

�1013 Å9 s−1�
M2

�1027 Å9 s−2�
M3

�1038 Å9 s−3�
M4

�1052 Å9 s−4�

Expt. 4.87�20% 1.91�20% 1.48�20% 6.08�25% 4.95�30%
MP2a 4.60 1.69 1.30 4.84 3.77
B3LYPb 5.26 2.03 1.57 7.59 	6.04

aSpectral moments calculated by the authors with data taken from Ref. 16.
bThis work.
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